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developing all kinds of diseases, getting drunk, and even to the sur
prise of many native neighbors, keeping sober; loafing here, and 
there making some of the best workmen the United States possesses; 
and all these various activities are kept in further confusion by 
the kaleidoscopic changes introduced by the rapidly developing 
economic and social life of the white people scattered more and more 
around and through the Indian country. And in the popular mind 
which hears more or less about this apparent chaos, there sits in a 
kind of semi-paralyzed control of it all the Indian Bureau, groping 
with such energies as it possesses more or less feebly among the 
thousands of statutes which go to make up Indian law, the hundreds 
of court decisions, the mass of ill-digested regulations, and turning 
out five or six hundred letters and decisions in a day, and solemnly 
mailing them to the reservations and allotted districts scattered 
through twenty-six states, hoping in a half conscious way that each 
document will fit the case about as well as a coat made in Paris would 
meet the need of a Western ranchman its maker had never seen. 

This apparent chaos in Indian Affairs is only true superficially. 
There are a few fundamental principles which explain these phenom
ena, unifying them and vitalizing them into a single great progres
sive force. I confess that these principles frequently lie deeply hid
den and in many quarters would not even be suspected; but they are 
there and they are the roots of accomplishment. In order that, in 
the few decades which remain in which it will be still possible for the 
United States to do anything for Indians, the best result may be ac
complished, it is necessary for the people at large to realize what 
these principles are, to assist in bringing them to the surface, and to 
demand of the Indian Bureau and of the Congress their intelligent 
and forceful application. 

I am in no way reflecting on the achievements of the past in 
Indian Affairs — in Congress, in the Indian Bureau and in the country 
at large—when I put before you the exact condition of things as they 
are today. I am merely asking you to face with me a work that lies 
before us, that we may better accomplish it. 

The Indian Service is wide open to the whole country for 
Inspection, both in the Office at Washington, and on the reser
vations where the Indians live. Speaking as a member of the Gov
ernment, I say that we have nothing to conceal, and everyone, good 


